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A study of modern Muslim ethics, focussed upon the lives and writings of Sayyid Ahmad Khan
and Mawlana Mawdudi, this monograph sheds light upon the modern ethical problems of
contemporary Islam. Sayyid Ahmad Khan, often called a liberal, a modernist, or an
acculturationist, represents the "liberal" trend of Sunni Muslim ethics. Khan's approach borrows
much from reason, yet for Khanreason and revelation are not in conflict. Reason guides the
interpretation of Islam when revelation is insufficient. In contrast, Mawlana Mawdudi's
fundamentalism is, at least in part, anti-rational; it depends upon revelation (as it comes to one
man in particular) and is very autocratic. McDonough is concerned with Khan and Mawdudi,
both writers within the Indo-Pakistan Muslim tradition. Their conflicting views, their differing
interpretations of ethics that suit Islam in the contemporary world, exemplify the difficulties and
turmoil faced by Muslims the world over. For these men, modernity has not spelled the end of
Islam; yet each has found a different way of relating Islam to the present and the future in
faithfulness to traditional Islam.This monograph will be of interest to students of contemporary
Islam, as well as to those interested in questions of comparative ethics, for the liberal/
fundamentalist conflicts outlined in this monograph are analogous to manifestations of the same
dichotomy in all world religions.
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IntroductionAs systems for communicating, moralities are languages of persuasion. They seek
to convince persons to act in expected or desired manner by utilizing standardized vocabularies
and rhetoric to invoke particular given agreements....Such language may appeal either or both to
reason and emotions but in all cases it will be evaluative, judging behavior as approximating or
deviating from prescribed and proscribed ways of acting. The purpose of this rhetoric and
evaluations is to communicate expectations and claims in persuasive ways.1My intention is to
try to make more intelligible, especially for non-Muslims, the ethical issues that are debated
among modern Muslims. I hope to do this as a contribution to Comparative Religious Ethics. I do
not intend to compare Muslim ethics to the ethics of other traditions, but I do aim to cast the
discussion of Muslim thought into the context of modernity. My method will be to consider in
considerable detail the thinking on ethical questions of two modern Muslims who have exercised
significant influence on their coreligionists.The two Muslims in question are Sayyid Ahmad Khan
and Mawlana Mawdudi. Each of these men was motivated by a strong urge to communicate to
his fellow Muslims some new ethical imperatives. Each has been extremely persuasive. In both
cases the writings and activities have been very influential in shaping Muslim thought and
emotion. Each has communicated effectively his strong emotions with respect to the needs of
his community. In part, each has been persuasive because he felt strongly, thought clearly, and
wrote extremely well.I hope that readers unfamiliar with Islam might gain from the description of
the ethical stances of these two Muslims some awareness of what it means to be a Muslim
wrestling seriously with the promises and threats of severe social change. But it should also be
remembered that these are just two of many possible Muslim ethical stances. Both these men
were Sunni Muslims; the Shiah position is therefore not represented. Both were products of the
Islamic culture of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent, a culture different in many respects from other
parts of the Islamic world. India is one country in which Muslims have always been a minority,
although they have often wielded political power and authority.Neither of these men represents
any classical, or other Western, or Muslim school of thought. Each is a very original thinker. Both
are trying to use the cumulative tradition of Islamic ethical thinking, but each selects from the
vast storehouse of that tradition whatever exemplars, modes of reasoning, ways of interpreting
scripture, and so forth that seem, in his judgment, most appropriate.2 Hence, the rhetoric used
does appear persuasive to Muslims because the traditional materials are used. I shall try to shed
some light on how these traditional materials have been used in putting forward new ethical
perspectives.I describe Sayyid Ahmad Khan as a rationalist and Mawlana Mawdudi as a
fundamentalist. Sayyid Ahmad Khan has also often been called a liberal, a modernist, or an



acculturationist. Mawlana Mawdudi has recently been termed a neofundamentalist, or a
neonormativist.3 I characterize Sayyid Ahmad Khan as a rationalist because I think that he was
urgently concerned to convince his fellow Muslims that they must use reason in naw ways as a
basis for their individual and collective lives. In other words, he thought of himself in certain
respects as a rationalist. On the other hand, I do not intend to say that his position resembles
exactly that of any Western, or Muslim school of thought. He was an original thinker and a
serious religious person. Reason and revelation were not in conflict in his way of understanding
Islam.In contrast, I describe Mawlana Mawdudi as a fundamentalist; this term is the nearest
approximation I can find for his position. It might be more illuminating, and perhaps less
pejorative, to use a term such as neonormativist. I think, however, that there are certain
similarities among fundamentalists as twentieth-century persons in all religious traditions; for this
reason I use the term. It is true, of course, that Mawdudi’s position has many similarities to that of
the nineteenth-century reformers and iconoclasts who preceded him. But, in my view, he is more
of an ideological thinker than the earlier reformers were: he aims to put forward a comprehensive
system.In these two cases, the rhetoric used does more than simply invoke agreement about
conduct. It is rather a case of new wine in old bottles. The Muslim community of the Indo-
Pakistan subcontinent has endured a number of severe shocks—beginning with the failure of
the Indian Revolt of 1857, through the partition of the subcontinent in 1947, until the present.
Both thinkers have been acutely aware of crisis, and have attempted to alleviate the shock and
strain by speaking and writing about new directions that might be taken. Both believed that
ethical thinking was the most constructive way to guide the members of their community out of
the confusion and despair of their situation. The aim of the rhetoric, therefore, is not merely to
invoke former agreements, but also to help to create a new consensus about how Muslims
should order their individual and collective lives.Each of these two men is a distinctively modern
person; each stands on the modern side of the chasm of discontinuity that exists between the
medieval world of life and thought and the realm of modernity. This discontinuity is a result of
changes brought about by the introduction of technology. Technology brings with it inevitable
transformations in the consciousness of individuals as they learn new techniques and become
more autonomous individuals. People learn to control machines, to change their environment,
and to become self-reliant. A modern person tends to distrust traditional authority and to
question readily. He or she has learned that much can be done to alter conditions of life. Once
an individual experiences the power to change, he or she is much less likely to accept values
without question. This results in a new need for the individual to be convinced of the usefulness
even of traditional values.Neither of these men believed that modernity meant the end of Islam.
Each thinks that he has found a way to transcend the chasm of discontinuity and to relate to the
present and the emerging future in a way that will be faithful to God. Sayyid Ahmad Khan and
Mawdudi each went through periods of personal searching, and emerged with visions of Islam
which they spent the rest of their lives trying to communicate. The moralities in each case
emerge out of this synthesising process by which each individual created what he found to be a



reliable way to think and to act. Each of these Muslims thus became an exemplar in the realm of
ethical thought.Since each of these men in concerned to persuade other Muslims to his
personal vision of “how to” be effective as Muslims in the context of modernity, he necessarily
uses the traditional vocabulary and rhetoric. We will discuss how it happens that these two
Muslims, each using traditional vocabulary, yet arrive at differing conclusions as to how Muslims
should think and act in the modern world. I am not concerned to argue that either of these
positions represents in any particular sense an “orthodox” Muslim perspective. Both stances are,
I think, novel, and hence discontinuous with the past. Both have been, and continue to be
persuasive to many well-educated Muslims. Hence both positions represent possible
interpretations of the Islamic tradition. Many other interpretations are also possible. I am
focussing on these two because each has been particularly persuasive as an attempt to put
forward Islamic values in the context of modernity. But I do not wish to imply that either position
is, in any sense, the last word.I am using the expression “ethical thinking” as a translation for the
Arabic word akhlaq. Recently, controversy has arisen among persons interested in comparative
religious ethics about how to do comparative studies of ethics in different societies.4 We cannot
easily or lightly impose the terms and concepts from one culture on another; in particular, we
need to recognize that the distinction between ethics and morals is peculiar to the European
languages. The existence of these two terms derives from our European linguistic origins: one
term comes from Greek, the other from Latin. The distinction has continued in European
languages because of a habit of making a distinction between what is commonly felt and done
as opposed to what theoretically inclined thinkers argue is rational or appropriate.5Non-
European languages more usually have one word encompassing morals and ethics, dharma in
the Indian case, for instance, or li in the Chinese. These terms take on, as we would expect,
differing connotations as thought and practice of the persons using them vary and change
throughout the centuries. Akhlaq is the appropriate term in Arabic and in the other Islamic
languages, such as Urdu, the language of the two authors we deal with here. The root from
which it derives means to create, to shape, to give form. Akhlaq is a plural (of khulq) referring to
a collection of distinct traits of character. The knowledge of morality (ilm-ul-akhlag) is translated
as ethics, moral sciences. (The dictionary points out that the vice-squad is the department of
akhlaq.6) The science of akhlag was understood to be a discussion of the way to maintain the
virtues in their optimum state.My thesis is that each of these modern Muslim ethical thinkers is
aware of a discontinuity between the life and thought of Muslims in the pre-modern period and
the life of the community in his lifetime. (In Indian Islam, the break becomes most obvious with
the failure of the revolt of 1857.) Each of these men thus feels strongly that Muslims cannot
simply repeat the habitual patterns of life and thought of their ancestors. People will have to think
new thoughts and behave in new ways. Yet, as ethical thinkers, the two Muslims in question wish
to affirm that the ideal of behaviour which they advocate is essentially faithful to the most basic
wisdom of the community. The original truths that established the community are called up to
legitimate apparent change; change claims in essence to be a return to fundamental values. The



rhetoric used thus attempts to invoke not the agreement of the immediate past, but of the far
distant and original past that is thought to be the basic source of the community’s life.The
rhetoric does not call up examples only from the first centry of Islam however. Any facet of the
vast cumulative tradition of Islamic ethical thinking that seems useful is drawn upon. Each of
these two ethical thinkers was largely self-educated. Each read widely on his own from the
storehouse of the cumulative tradition, picking up whatever his own reason and intuition told him
might be useful exemplars, modes of reasoning, and affirmations from the past. To use the
cumulative tradition in this way is not merely to select whatever pieces from it one might want to
use for the new system one is creating; it also means a change in the way the whole tradition is
to be understood. Each of our two ethical thinkers is creating his own version of the Islamic
past.I cannot attempt here to describe the entire cumulative tradition of Muslim ethical thinking
that lies behind these two men. A comprehensive study of Muslim ethics has yet to be written.
One important recent source, the manuscript of Abd al-Jabbar, was discovered as recently as
1951.7 There may well be other materials yet to be found that will change the picture we now
have of the development of medieval thought. My own understanding of the ethical tradition
would be similar to that contained within Marshall Hodgson’s three-volume history of the Islamic
peoples, The Venture of Islam; Conscience and History in a World Civilization.8 Hodgson’s
thesis is that the Muslim conscience expresses itself differently in different phases of history as
Muslims venture to respond to their understanding of God’s purposes for humanity. The
conscience necessarily operates within the limits and possibilities imposed by the specific
situations.Given the changes brought about by modernity, what ethical imperatives are most
urgent for Muslims? These are the questions addressed by our two Muslim thinkers.9 Each
assumes that the Qur’an is the first source for Muslim values for the issue of reinterpreting the
Qur’an has been central for many modern Muslim thinkers. Mawdudi wrote a comprehensive
commentary on the Qur’an; Sayyid Ahmad Khan did not do that, but he devoted a great deal of
attention to the Qur’an as the basic source.The style of the Qur’an tends to be that of speech
directed to an individual listener. The message is that of a proclamation, a warning that those
who hear and understand should take action immediately to direct themselves to God. They
should cast off disbelief and scepticism. A Muslim, male or female, is a person who has
responded to the Qur’anic imperative to “believe and do right.” The Qur’an proclaims that right
action and right faith are inextricably linked, yet the final evaluation of any individual’s faith and
action will occur only at the Day of Judgment. Within the context of life on earth, no individuals
have final power to judge other individuals. There are no priests in Islam, or mediators of God’s
will or judgment. Each Muslim alone has to decide for himself or herself and take the
consequences. At any given point in Muslim history, the majority may and often do hold certain
convictions about appropriate behavior. In principle, however, since no judgments are final until
the end, God’s judgment cannot be mediated within history. Put simply, any individual Muslim
wishing to respond appropriately to his or her awareness of God’s mercy and goodness may
take any amount of help and guidance from other Muslims and the Islamic past. He or she



cannot, however, find anywhere a guarantee that a given course of action will inevitably be
accepted by God as the right one. A believer fears God’s justice, hopes for God’s mercy, and
acts as best he or she can. But until the end, any evaluation of the appropriateness of given
responses is tentative, and may well be overthrown or reversed.10

IntroductionAs systems for communicating, moralities are languages of persuasion. They seek
to convince persons to act in expected or desired manner by utilizing standardized vocabularies
and rhetoric to invoke particular given agreements....Such language may appeal either or both to
reason and emotions but in all cases it will be evaluative, judging behavior as approximating or
deviating from prescribed and proscribed ways of acting. The purpose of this rhetoric and
evaluations is to communicate expectations and claims in persuasive ways.1My intention is to
try to make more intelligible, especially for non-Muslims, the ethical issues that are debated
among modern Muslims. I hope to do this as a contribution to Comparative Religious Ethics. I do
not intend to compare Muslim ethics to the ethics of other traditions, but I do aim to cast the
discussion of Muslim thought into the context of modernity. My method will be to consider in
considerable detail the thinking on ethical questions of two modern Muslims who have exercised
significant influence on their coreligionists.The two Muslims in question are Sayyid Ahmad Khan
and Mawlana Mawdudi. Each of these men was motivated by a strong urge to communicate to
his fellow Muslims some new ethical imperatives. Each has been extremely persuasive. In both
cases the writings and activities have been very influential in shaping Muslim thought and
emotion. Each has communicated effectively his strong emotions with respect to the needs of
his community. In part, each has been persuasive because he felt strongly, thought clearly, and
wrote extremely well.I hope that readers unfamiliar with Islam might gain from the description of
the ethical stances of these two Muslims some awareness of what it means to be a Muslim
wrestling seriously with the promises and threats of severe social change. But it should also be
remembered that these are just two of many possible Muslim ethical stances. Both these men
were Sunni Muslims; the Shiah position is therefore not represented. Both were products of the
Islamic culture of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent, a culture different in many respects from other
parts of the Islamic world. India is one country in which Muslims have always been a minority,
although they have often wielded political power and authority.Neither of these men represents
any classical, or other Western, or Muslim school of thought. Each is a very original thinker. Both
are trying to use the cumulative tradition of Islamic ethical thinking, but each selects from the
vast storehouse of that tradition whatever exemplars, modes of reasoning, ways of interpreting
scripture, and so forth that seem, in his judgment, most appropriate.2 Hence, the rhetoric used
does appear persuasive to Muslims because the traditional materials are used. I shall try to shed
some light on how these traditional materials have been used in putting forward new ethical
perspectives.I describe Sayyid Ahmad Khan as a rationalist and Mawlana Mawdudi as a
fundamentalist. Sayyid Ahmad Khan has also often been called a liberal, a modernist, or an
acculturationist. Mawlana Mawdudi has recently been termed a neofundamentalist, or a



neonormativist.3 I characterize Sayyid Ahmad Khan as a rationalist because I think that he was
urgently concerned to convince his fellow Muslims that they must use reason in naw ways as a
basis for their individual and collective lives. In other words, he thought of himself in certain
respects as a rationalist. On the other hand, I do not intend to say that his position resembles
exactly that of any Western, or Muslim school of thought. He was an original thinker and a
serious religious person. Reason and revelation were not in conflict in his way of understanding
Islam.In contrast, I describe Mawlana Mawdudi as a fundamentalist; this term is the nearest
approximation I can find for his position. It might be more illuminating, and perhaps less
pejorative, to use a term such as neonormativist. I think, however, that there are certain
similarities among fundamentalists as twentieth-century persons in all religious traditions; for this
reason I use the term. It is true, of course, that Mawdudi’s position has many similarities to that of
the nineteenth-century reformers and iconoclasts who preceded him. But, in my view, he is more
of an ideological thinker than the earlier reformers were: he aims to put forward a comprehensive
system.In these two cases, the rhetoric used does more than simply invoke agreement about
conduct. It is rather a case of new wine in old bottles. The Muslim community of the Indo-
Pakistan subcontinent has endured a number of severe shocks—beginning with the failure of
the Indian Revolt of 1857, through the partition of the subcontinent in 1947, until the present.
Both thinkers have been acutely aware of crisis, and have attempted to alleviate the shock and
strain by speaking and writing about new directions that might be taken. Both believed that
ethical thinking was the most constructive way to guide the members of their community out of
the confusion and despair of their situation. The aim of the rhetoric, therefore, is not merely to
invoke former agreements, but also to help to create a new consensus about how Muslims
should order their individual and collective lives.Each of these two men is a distinctively modern
person; each stands on the modern side of the chasm of discontinuity that exists between the
medieval world of life and thought and the realm of modernity. This discontinuity is a result of
changes brought about by the introduction of technology. Technology brings with it inevitable
transformations in the consciousness of individuals as they learn new techniques and become
more autonomous individuals. People learn to control machines, to change their environment,
and to become self-reliant. A modern person tends to distrust traditional authority and to
question readily. He or she has learned that much can be done to alter conditions of life. Once
an individual experiences the power to change, he or she is much less likely to accept values
without question. This results in a new need for the individual to be convinced of the usefulness
even of traditional values.Neither of these men believed that modernity meant the end of Islam.
Each thinks that he has found a way to transcend the chasm of discontinuity and to relate to the
present and the emerging future in a way that will be faithful to God. Sayyid Ahmad Khan and
Mawdudi each went through periods of personal searching, and emerged with visions of Islam
which they spent the rest of their lives trying to communicate. The moralities in each case
emerge out of this synthesising process by which each individual created what he found to be a
reliable way to think and to act. Each of these Muslims thus became an exemplar in the realm of



ethical thought.Since each of these men in concerned to persuade other Muslims to his
personal vision of “how to” be effective as Muslims in the context of modernity, he necessarily
uses the traditional vocabulary and rhetoric. We will discuss how it happens that these two
Muslims, each using traditional vocabulary, yet arrive at differing conclusions as to how Muslims
should think and act in the modern world. I am not concerned to argue that either of these
positions represents in any particular sense an “orthodox” Muslim perspective. Both stances are,
I think, novel, and hence discontinuous with the past. Both have been, and continue to be
persuasive to many well-educated Muslims. Hence both positions represent possible
interpretations of the Islamic tradition. Many other interpretations are also possible. I am
focussing on these two because each has been particularly persuasive as an attempt to put
forward Islamic values in the context of modernity. But I do not wish to imply that either position
is, in any sense, the last word.I am using the expression “ethical thinking” as a translation for the
Arabic word akhlaq. Recently, controversy has arisen among persons interested in comparative
religious ethics about how to do comparative studies of ethics in different societies.4 We cannot
easily or lightly impose the terms and concepts from one culture on another; in particular, we
need to recognize that the distinction between ethics and morals is peculiar to the European
languages. The existence of these two terms derives from our European linguistic origins: one
term comes from Greek, the other from Latin. The distinction has continued in European
languages because of a habit of making a distinction between what is commonly felt and done
as opposed to what theoretically inclined thinkers argue is rational or appropriate.5Non-
European languages more usually have one word encompassing morals and ethics, dharma in
the Indian case, for instance, or li in the Chinese. These terms take on, as we would expect,
differing connotations as thought and practice of the persons using them vary and change
throughout the centuries. Akhlaq is the appropriate term in Arabic and in the other Islamic
languages, such as Urdu, the language of the two authors we deal with here. The root from
which it derives means to create, to shape, to give form. Akhlaq is a plural (of khulq) referring to
a collection of distinct traits of character. The knowledge of morality (ilm-ul-akhlag) is translated
as ethics, moral sciences. (The dictionary points out that the vice-squad is the department of
akhlaq.6) The science of akhlag was understood to be a discussion of the way to maintain the
virtues in their optimum state.My thesis is that each of these modern Muslim ethical thinkers is
aware of a discontinuity between the life and thought of Muslims in the pre-modern period and
the life of the community in his lifetime. (In Indian Islam, the break becomes most obvious with
the failure of the revolt of 1857.) Each of these men thus feels strongly that Muslims cannot
simply repeat the habitual patterns of life and thought of their ancestors. People will have to think
new thoughts and behave in new ways. Yet, as ethical thinkers, the two Muslims in question wish
to affirm that the ideal of behaviour which they advocate is essentially faithful to the most basic
wisdom of the community. The original truths that established the community are called up to
legitimate apparent change; change claims in essence to be a return to fundamental values. The
rhetoric used thus attempts to invoke not the agreement of the immediate past, but of the far



distant and original past that is thought to be the basic source of the community’s life.The
rhetoric does not call up examples only from the first centry of Islam however. Any facet of the
vast cumulative tradition of Islamic ethical thinking that seems useful is drawn upon. Each of
these two ethical thinkers was largely self-educated. Each read widely on his own from the
storehouse of the cumulative tradition, picking up whatever his own reason and intuition told him
might be useful exemplars, modes of reasoning, and affirmations from the past. To use the
cumulative tradition in this way is not merely to select whatever pieces from it one might want to
use for the new system one is creating; it also means a change in the way the whole tradition is
to be understood. Each of our two ethical thinkers is creating his own version of the Islamic
past.I cannot attempt here to describe the entire cumulative tradition of Muslim ethical thinking
that lies behind these two men. A comprehensive study of Muslim ethics has yet to be written.
One important recent source, the manuscript of Abd al-Jabbar, was discovered as recently as
1951.7 There may well be other materials yet to be found that will change the picture we now
have of the development of medieval thought. My own understanding of the ethical tradition
would be similar to that contained within Marshall Hodgson’s three-volume history of the Islamic
peoples, The Venture of Islam; Conscience and History in a World Civilization.8 Hodgson’s
thesis is that the Muslim conscience expresses itself differently in different phases of history as
Muslims venture to respond to their understanding of God’s purposes for humanity. The
conscience necessarily operates within the limits and possibilities imposed by the specific
situations.Given the changes brought about by modernity, what ethical imperatives are most
urgent for Muslims? These are the questions addressed by our two Muslim thinkers.9 Each
assumes that the Qur’an is the first source for Muslim values for the issue of reinterpreting the
Qur’an has been central for many modern Muslim thinkers. Mawdudi wrote a comprehensive
commentary on the Qur’an; Sayyid Ahmad Khan did not do that, but he devoted a great deal of
attention to the Qur’an as the basic source.The style of the Qur’an tends to be that of speech
directed to an individual listener. The message is that of a proclamation, a warning that those
who hear and understand should take action immediately to direct themselves to God. They
should cast off disbelief and scepticism. A Muslim, male or female, is a person who has
responded to the Qur’anic imperative to “believe and do right.” The Qur’an proclaims that right
action and right faith are inextricably linked, yet the final evaluation of any individual’s faith and
action will occur only at the Day of Judgment. Within the context of life on earth, no individuals
have final power to judge other individuals. There are no priests in Islam, or mediators of God’s
will or judgment. Each Muslim alone has to decide for himself or herself and take the
consequences. At any given point in Muslim history, the majority may and often do hold certain
convictions about appropriate behavior. In principle, however, since no judgments are final until
the end, God’s judgment cannot be mediated within history. Put simply, any individual Muslim
wishing to respond appropriately to his or her awareness of God’s mercy and goodness may
take any amount of help and guidance from other Muslims and the Islamic past. He or she
cannot, however, find anywhere a guarantee that a given course of action will inevitably be



accepted by God as the right one. A believer fears God’s justice, hopes for God’s mercy, and
acts as best he or she can. But until the end, any evaluation of the appropriateness of given
responses is tentative, and may well be overthrown or reversed.10Because of the uncertainty
one cannot really speak of any interpreters of Islamic ethical thought who might be considered
to have final authority. As indicated above, the final evaluation rests with God alone. Further,
within history, human arrangements such as the design of the social order and religious law are
human constructs based on the consensus of the believers. Fazlur Rahman has indicated in his
recent book Major Themes of the Qur’an that the basic imperative of the Qur’an is that the
individual should cultivate his or her own conscience, taqwa.11 The strengthening of
consciences allows individuals to discern with increasing appropriateness the courses of action
that will most effectively mirror divine attributes of justice and mercy. Unless individuals
consciences are cultivated, however, there can be little hope for a just order.
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